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Agenda for Graduate Student Association General Assembly 

April 18th, 2018 

 

 

The April meeting of the University of Toledo graduate student association was held on the Main 
Campus in the Student Union, room 2582. The officers present were the President (Mitch 
Haines), the Vice President (Alisa Nammavong), the treasurer (Geethika Liyanange), Health 
Science Secretary (Angelique Nyinawabera), Main Campus Secretary (Lilli Fishman) and the 
Communications Specialist (Chris Arnst).  

Representatives Present: Ashley Murray, Susmita Sharma, Christina Jones, Ibeh Omodolor, 

Brandi Kimbrough, Katsumi Takeno, Marko Jovanovski, Gabriel Kreider-Letterman, Derian 
Kuneman, Sahar Atshan, Ethel Tackie-Yorboi, Aastha Chadha, Kristy Kagy, and Pranav Patel 

Representatives Absent without Proxy: Jeremy Holloway (Jessica Swan)  

Representatives Absent with Proxy : Mandy Lautzenheiser, Ruthwik Junuthula, Jake Kvistad,  

  
 
Representatives Absent with Proxy:  
 
Representatives Absent without Proxy:  
 

The call to order was made by Mitchell Haines at 6:16pm on April 18th, 2018; 49 people 
were in attendance. 

Jaclynn Sullivan moved to approve the march minutes and Ashley Murray seconded.  

Treasurer Geethika Liyanage went over the current budget. We are on track to use all of 
our travel reimbursement funds. There are a few surpluses and a deficit after the MGRS. 
There is an unallocated surplus of just over $4,000. Total, this leaves us with an 
expected approximately $18,000 to spend before the end of the fiscal year in July. 
Because of the influx in the number of students qualifying for active membership travel 
reimbursement, and due to the trends of increasing travel reimbursement applications, 
we expect to spend the remainder of the budget (~$18,000) on travel reimbursements. 
Geethika showed a projection that predicts that next year we will spend ~$40,000 on 
travel reimbursements next year, and he projects increases in the GSA research award 
amounts next year.  

President Mitch Haines presented updates on external committees and the university 
governance.  

GSA will be meeting regularly with Bonnie Murphy in Auxiliary services next year. 
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Bonnie deals with a lot of student issues including childcare and parking. She has been 
mainly involved with undergraduates, but she is going to help us with some of the issues 
that have been brought up to us.  

Mitch Haines met with Student Involvement/Organizations Office about office spaces in 
the union. A lot of organizations are losing their office spaces for at least the next year – 
meaning that some organizations are going to need to share offices. The GSA office has 
been requested as a conference room to be shared by the student organizations, and 
that GSA would be moved to a smaller space or possibly housed within the 
undergraduate student government space. We are pushing back against this because we 
are the only graduate student organization and are more academic than many of the 
other organizations, and furthermore, we deal with confidential material (like travel 
reimbursements) and a large budget. We do not think that sharing the office, or moving, 
is a good option for us. Upcoming President Alisa Nammavong is advocating for 
retaining our space, and Dean Amanda is also advocating on our behalf. We want to 
encourage students again to study in the space – it is your office too! 

Next Monday will be the first board of trustees meeting that a graduate student 
association, the president, will attend. The president will not be a voting member, but 
will provide the board with updates on GSA and the graduate student body. 

At Grad Council, there was discussion of the strategic plan and trying to standardize the 
time to graduation in order to better predict the university budget. There was also 
discussion of the degree audit system and discussion about bringing some of the mental 
health, healthcare, and auxiliary services to the health science campus. The Chancellors 
Council on Graduate Studies also provided an update on the graduate programs that are 
available throughout the state, in order to consider the addition of new programs. Hilary 
Snyder has been hired by Research and Sponsored Programs as the Research 
Compliance Officer to handle the Biomedical IRB submissions. She will be updating the 
website and wants to improve directions on when you need an IRB proposal, making it 
easier to submit IRB applications, and better informed consent forms.  

The graduate college is offering the McNair Scholarship and the Diversity Fellowship and 
more information is available on their website. 

Grad Council also discussed intersession programs and the pilot program that took place 
this year in order to increase enrollment and help students graduate on time. They are 
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going to continue the pilot program in order to evaluate its effectiveness. There was 
both positive and negative feedback on the past pilot program. 

President Gaber attended the last Grad Council meeting and hosted a Q&A session. 
Grad Council and Dr. Gaber discussed our uncompetitive stipend/benefits packages. she 
Dr. Gaber encouraged faculty to request grant funding for student stipends and 
insurance and encouraged departments to consider using indirect costs from grants for 
stipend raises.  

Dr. Gaber and Grad Council also discussed compentency-based education; but it is still 
in an early exploration stage. 

At the Provosts Advisory Committee meeting they discussed the free speech initiatives 
and the polarizing political climate. The university is trying not to infringe on people’s 
free speech, but to manage it and ensure saftey, so they’re providing moderated 
discussions.  

There are a lot of minors on campus for summer camps and such over the summer, so 
they’re putting together a minors on campus policy to provide background checks and 
make sure that minors are safe.   

At the Provosts Advisory Committee, BVK consulting, the company that is working on 
branding of the Graduate School, showed a portfolio of ads from their clients. The 
portfolio had some upsetting images that some committee members were offended by 
and concerned that they may not represent Toledo in the best light regarding Diversity 
and Inclusion. So there was a discussion and reconsideration of the consulting group – 
there will be future meetings and focus groups to evaluate if BVK is the company that 
the University wants to employee. Some graduate students will be asked to participate 
in the focus groups and there may be surveys sent out on this issue – so please be on 
the look out for emails about campus climate in the next 4 months. This will likely push 
back the timeline for branding.  

The Provosts Advisory Committee discussed the statistics of mental health, housing, and 
food issues and how these issues affect graduate students. They want to make students 
aware of services available to them. There was a handout that was given out with the 
appropriate numbers for all kinds of different circumstances (like Title IX, Disability 
Services, Police…etc), which is available in the GSA office. Furthermore, if you are 
struggling with any of these issues, please contact Dan Boyle who is the student 
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advocacy and support. 

President Mitch Haines introduced the new e-board; their transition will take place May 
1st. 

Presdient-Elect Alisa Nammavong hosted the remainder of the meeting. She provided 
an update on the NAGPS and their graduate and professional student appreciation week 
that took place in early April; their national conference will take place November 1-4, 
2018 at University of Arkansas – Fayetville, AR. 

The 3 minute thesis was a great success – congratulations to our winners (1st – Claire 
Meikle, 2nd – Amy Capparelli, and people’s choice – Akshay Kulkarni).  

Ibeh Omodolor presented a funding request on behalf of the College of Engineering for 
their third annual Engineering Graduate Research Forum on May 25th, which is shared 
with Wayne State University. Their Speakers will be Dr. Javed Mapkar and Mr. Tony 
Frank. They are expecting the involvement of about 150 students this year (about 50/50 
participation between Wayne State University and University of Toledo – including non-
student participants).  Ibeh presented their budget of $4,250, of which Wayne State will 
fund $2,000. The College of Engineering is funding $800. The budget covers food, prizes, 
mileage, honorarium, printing, and other costs. There was discussion on the food costs 
and the budget breakdown and Wayne State’s involvement. Marko ____ moved to 
approve the full amount, Derian____ seconded. There were no further motions. 10 
representatives were in favor, no reps opposed, and no reps abstained.  

Alisa Nammavong provided and update on the MGRS – it was great. Over 215 people 
participated throughout the event.  Special thanks to our volunteers, presenters, 
steering committee and everyone involved. We got very good feedback from both 
University of Toledo, and other universities. We are looking into trying to expand it for 
next year on Saturday April 6th, 2019. We are very excited to hear more feedback, so 
feel free to contact us with suggestions. Photos are on the website. Scores and feedback 
will be emailed soon. The winners are as follows: 

o AWIS Poster Winner: Ethel Tackie-Yarboi  
o AWIS Seminar Winner: Angelique Nyinawabera 
o COMLS: Best Biomedical: Rakshit Shah 
o CONSM: Poster Winner: Austin Horton  
o CONSM: Seminar Winner: Veronica Livingstone 
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o Environmental Winner: Tiffany Gentner  
o First Solar: Solar/Renewable Winner: Geethika Liyanage 
o Kappa Delta Pi: Poster Winner: Robin Cox and Edith Asah 
o Kappa Delta Pi: Seminar Winner: Rachel Baker, Alexandra Chatas, and Elizabeth 

Szalajko  
o Lake Erie Center: Best Aquatic Sci: Mohammed Rumman Hossain 
o GSA: Poster 1st Place: Angeline Johnson 
o GSA: Poster 2nd Place: Amanda Paniagua  
o GSA: Poster 3rd Place: Colin Shortridge 
o GSA: Seminar 1st Place: Emily Krull 
o GSA: Seminar 2nd Place: Lawrence Sanders  
o GSA: Seminar 3rd Place: Prabaha Sikder 

Ethel Tackie-Yarboi, the chair of the professional development committee presented an 
update on the committee and their recent imposter syndrome event in collaboration 
with AWIS on Friday April 13th. The event was very successful. 

No other internal committees had updates. 

Please remember to register for summer classes as soon as possible. 

Upcoming events are available at calendar.utoledo.edu. Some ones that we thought 
were interesting are: 

a. Brown Bag Art workshops 
b. College of Health and Human Services – Grad/Undergrad Research forum 

i. Wednesday April 25th, 8a-5p 
c. ALICE Open Forum 

Alisa Nammavong opened the floor for discussion on the MGRS. General Assembly 
participants mentioned that the flow of the day, and the check-in process was good. 
There was some criticism of the lunch quality and placement. The clickers should be 
assigned to a moderator so we do not lose clickers again. The assembly suggested that 
timers are made more available and visible for presenters. Furthermore, it was 
suggested that judges are given clearer expectations, perhaps written expectations or 
scripts for volunteers. People were very happy with the awards and many other schools 
expressed how impressed they were with the entire event. There was a suggestion to 
have a graduate student career fair either associated with the MGRS or independently. 
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There was a suggestion to lower the number of volunteers, but to maintain a list of 
backups. Transfer of knowledge for the Steering committee members was discussed. 
Several judges requested having more posters to judge. 

There was no new business or old business. 

Jaclynn Sullivan moved to adjourn at 7:24pm and Ashley Murray seconded.  

 
 

 
 
 


